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1. Introduction 
Given distinct points pi,. . . , p,. of a smooth variety V (over an algebraically closed 
field k) and positive integers m,, Z = ml PI+. . .+m,p,. denotes the subscheme defined 
locally at each point pi by Yy, where Xi is the maximal ideal in the local ring L’v,, 
at pi of the structure sheaf. More briefly, we say Z is a fat point subscheme of V. In 
the case that V is P” for some n, it is of interest to study the homogeneous ideal I, 
defining Z as a subscheme of P”; I= is called an ideal of fat points. 
Given an ideal Zz of a fat point subscheme Z c P”, one first may want to determine 
its Hilbert function h,,, defined for each d by h,,(d) = dimk((Zz)d), where (Iz)(I is 
the homogeneous component of Zz of degree d (i.e., (ZZ)~ is the k-vector space of all 
homogeneous forms of degree d in Zz). One next may wish to study a minimal free 
resolution . . + F1 --+ Fo + Zz + 0 of Zz, beginning with determining Fo. Determining 
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F,J as a graded module over the homogeneous coordinate ring k[P”] of P” is equivalent 
to finding the number vd(Z) of generators in each degree d in a minimal homogeneous 
set of generators for I,, since FO = @d R[-d]“” (where R denotes k[P”] graded by 
total degree, and R[-d] signifies that the degree has been shifted such that constants 
have degree d). 
The Hilbert function h,, in the case that the points ~1,. . . , pr c P” are general has 
attracted attention (see [16] in general, or [S, 15, 5, 91 for n = 2) but much remains 
conjectural. Most work done on minimal free resolutions of 1~ has been restricted to 
the case that Z is a smooth union of general points (cf. [ 171). More can be said in 
the case of subschemes of P2 involving small numbers of points or points in special 
position. For example, by [ 1 11, hl, is completely understood for any fat point subscheme 
Z = ml pl f. + m,.p,. c P2 where ~1,. , pr are points (even possibly infinitely near) 
of a plane cubic (possibly reducible and nonreduced), by [2] one can determine a 
minimal homogeneous set of generators for IL in case ~1,. , pr lie on a smooth plane 
conic, and by [ 131 one can determine a minimal homogeneous set of generators for Zz 
in case Z = m(pl + + p,.), where pi,. . , pr are r < 9 general points of P* ([ 131 
also conjectures a result for I’ > 9). 
Here we will be concerned with determining minimal homogeneous sets of generators 
for ideals Zz where Z = rnlpl +...+m,p,cP2 in the case that p~,...,p~ lie on a 
plane curve of degree at most 3. We obtain results in some special cases in the case 
of a smooth curve of degree 3, but we obtain complete results for curves of degrees 
1 and 2. (Our results for points on a conic are distinguished from those of [2] in that 
we consider arbitrary tonics and we allow infinitely near points.) 
Since a fat point ideal Zz is perfect, one feature of working on P* is that a minimal 
free resolution of Iz is of the form 0 + Fl + FO + I, + 0 for some graded free 
modules FO and F1. Moreover, FO and F1 are determined by the Hilbert function h,, 
of Iz and a minimal homogeneous set of generators for Zz. In particular, we saw above 
that Fo = ed R[-d]“c’ (where here R = k[P*]) which means the Hilbert function hp(, 
of FO is hi, = Cdvd( “+t-d). But the Hilbert function of Fl is determined by the 
Hilbert functions of Zz and Fo, and the Hilbert function of F1 determines FI, since any 
finitely generated free graded module is determined by its Hilbert function. 
Thus on P2 the problem of determining the modules in a resolution for 1~ reduces 
to finding hf7 and to computing for each d the number vd of generators of degree d 
in a minimal homogeneous set of generators for fz. 
Another feature of working on P* is the ease with which one can extend the notion of 
fat point subschemes supported at distinct points to include the possibility of infinitely 
near points. In fact, it is this extended notion of fat point subschemes that we will use 
in this paper and which we now introduce. 
We first put the notion of fat point subscheme into a context which will make 
our extended notion natural. Let ~1,. . , p,. c P2 be distinct points of the plane. Let 
71 : X + P* be the blowing up of each of the points. Then the divisor class group 
Cl(X) (elements of which, when convenient, we will identify with the corresponding 
associated invertible sheaves) of X is a free abelian group of rank Y + 1, with basis 
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ea,. .,e,, where eo is the pullback to X of the class of a line, and ei,. ,e, are the 
classes of the exceptional divisors El, _ . _ , E, of the blowings up of the points pl , . _ . , p,.. 
Let .Yz be the sheaf of ideals of some fat point subscheme Z = mi PI + + m,p,, 
and let & denote neo - ml el - . - m,e,-. Then $z = 7r,(&)), and dim((lz),i) = 
h"(P2,& s Cp2(d)) = h'(X,&) for every d (so 1~ is isomorphic as a graded module 
to $dHO(X,.&)), and in fact h'(P2,.Yz @ Ppz(d)) = h’(X,.Fd) for every i. 
Moreover, (Iz)&:R~ ---f (Zz)d+ I corresponds to H”(X, ,&)X!f’(X, eo) + H”(X, &+I ), 
and so the kernel and cokemel of the former have the same dimension as for the 
latter. Given divisor classes 29 and .Y”, we will denote the kernel and cokemel of 
H”(X, 3) [R H”(X, ;Y) + H”(X, 9 + .fl) by -2(3,I~) and .V(Y, .#), respectively, and 
their dimensions by A(%, 2) and ~(9?,.2). Thus h,,(d) = h’(X,.&) and rl,+i(Z) := 
~(.?&.eo), so we see that the Hilbert function of Zz and the number of generators of Zz 
in each degree can be found by studying invertible sheaves on X And indeed, this is 
the approach we take in this paper. 
To subsume the case of infinitely near points we now define the notion of essentiull~~ 
distinct points. Let p1 E X0 = P2, and let p2 E Xi, , pr E X,-l, where, for 
0 5 i 5 r- 1, 7r, : Xi+, + X; is the blowing up of p;+l. We will denote X, by X 
and the composition X + P2 by rr. We call the indexed points ~1,. . , p,. essentiull~ 
distinct points of P2; note that pj for j > i may be infinitely near pi. Denoting the 
class of the l-dimensional scheme-theoretic fiber E, of X, + X, by e; and the pullback 
to X,. of the class of a line in P2 by eo, we have, as in the case of distinct points, 
the basis es,. , e,. of the divisor class group of X corresponding to ~1,. , p,., and 
which we will call an rxcrptionul configurution. Then rc,(--miei - - m,.e,.) is a 
coherent sheaf of ideals on P2 defining a O-dimensional subscheme Z generalizing the 
usual notion of fat point subscheme. In analogy with the notation used above, we will 
denote Z by ml pl + . + m,p,- and refer to Z as a fat point subscheme. As an aside 
we also note that the stalks of n,(-mlel - . . ~ m,.e,.) are complete ideals in the 
stalks of the local rings of the structure sheaf of P2, and that conversely if 4 is a 
coherent sheaf of ideals on P2 whose stalks are complete ideals and if .f defines a 
O-dimensional subscheme, then there are essentially distinct points ~1,. . . , p,. of P2 and 
integers nz, such that with respect to the corresponding exceptional configuration we 
have .f = n,(-mlel -...- m,.e,.). Thus our extended notion of fat points is precisely 
what is obtained by considering O-dimensional subschemes defined by coherent sheaves 
of ideals whose stalks are complete ideals. 
Allowing the possibility of infinitely near points necessitates dealing with certain 
technicalities. In particular, the subscheme Z does not uniquely determine -mlel -. . - 
m,e,. For example, if p1 and p2 are distinct points of P2, then rr,(-ei +e2) = n,( -el ) 
both give the sheaf of ideals defining the subscheme Z = pi. To get uniqueness, we 
recall that the divisor class group of X supports an intersection form, with respect to 
which the exceptional configuration eo, . . , e, is orthogonal with -1 = -ei = ey = 
. . = ez. The inequalities (-mlel - ... - m,e,) C,, > 0, where the index i runs over 
the divisors E; and j runs over the components C, of E,, correspond to what older 
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terminology called the proximity inequalities. Thus we will say that a divisor class 
B on X satisfies the proximity inequalities if 9 . C > 0 for every component C of 
each divisor EL. Moreover, given essentially distinct points ~1,. . . , p,. and a subscheme 
Z = rnlplf. . .+m,pr, we will abbreviate saying that the class -mlel -. .-m,e, com- 
ing from the coefficients ml,. . , m, used to define Z satisfies the proximity inequalities 
by simply saying that m 1 PI +. + mrpr satisfies the proximity inequalities. Uniqueness 
is now a consequence of the fact that if rc,(--alei -. .--a,e,.) = n,(-biei -. .-b,e,), 
where -ale1 -“‘-a,e,. and -hlel -.. . - brer both satisfy the proximity inequalities, 
then ai = bi for each i. In particular, we have a bijection between subschemes of fat 
points in P* and O-cycles ml PI + . . + mrpr, where ~1,. . , pr are essentially distinct 
points of P* and ml p1 + . + mrpr satisfies the proximity inequalities. 
From another point of view, the significance of the proximity inequalities is given 
by an old and well known result saying that the linear system of sections of dee - 
rnlel - .. . - m,e, is fixed component free for d sufficiently large if (and only if) 
-mlel - . - tnre, satisfies the proximity inequalities. The proximity inequalities also 
manifest themselves even in the usual case that ~1,. . . , pr are distinct points of P*, 
since in this case ml pI + + m,p,- satisfying the proximity inequalities just means 
that each coefficient mi is nonnegative, which is generally taken for granted without 
comment. 
We now discuss in more detail the approach we take in this paper. Let Z = ml pl + 
. + mrpr be a fat point subscheme of P2, satisfying the proximity inequalities. Let 
eo, . . . , e, be the exceptional configuration corresponding to the essentially distinct points 
pl,. . , p,.. For each d, let 95 be the class de0 - rnlel - . - m,e,. As we have seen 
above, determining the graded modules in a minimal free resolution of Zz amounts to 
computing h’(X,.Pd) and ~(&,eo) for each d. If 95 is not the class of an effective 
divisor, then clearly h’(X,&) = 0 and .v(&, eo) = h”(X, &+I). If, however, & is 
the class of an effective divisor, then cFd has a Zuriski decomposition: Fd = 2 + _V, 
where /zO(X, JV) = 1 and ,% is numerically efictive (i.e., meets every effective divisor 
nonnegatively) with h’(X, &) = h”(X, A?). By Lemma 2.10, Y(&, eo) = Y( X”, eo) + 
h”(X,&+l) - h”(X, X + eo). Thus, to implicitly determine a resolution of Zz, it is 
enough to determine: the monoid EFF of divisor classes of effective divisors; a Zariski 
decomposition for each class in EFF; and h”(X, 8) and :I(%, eo) for each class Y in 
the cone NEFF of numerically effective classes. 
If X is any smooth projective rational surface for which -Kx is effective, then EFF 
and NEFF can be found, as can a Zariski decomposition for any class in EFF and 
h”(X, ~9) for any numerically effective class ,X, by applying the results of [ 111. In 
particular, since in terms of an exceptional configuration eo, . . . , e, on a blowing up X of 
P* at essentially distinct points pi,. . . , p,. we always have -Kx = 3eo -el -. .-e,, we 
see -Kx is the class of an effective divisor whenever pi,. . , pr lie on a curve of degree 
3 or less. Thus the novel part in determining resolutions for fat point subschemes of 
P* supported at points of a cubic is in determining ~(X,eo) for numerically effective 
classes on the blowing up X of the points. What we will see here is that if X is the 
blowing up of points on a conic, Y( X, eo) = 0 for any numerically effective class #. 
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This is no longer true for points on a cubic, which is partly why our results for the 
cubic case are less comprehensive. 
2. Background on surfaces 
This section recalls results on surfaces that we will need later. For those results 
which are not standard or well known we give an indication of proof; for the reader’s 
convenience at the least we usually provide references for the rest. Given a subvariety 
C E X and a class 9 on X, it will be convenient, if our meaning is clear, to write 
H’( C, 9) for the cohomology of the restriction, rather than H’( C, 9 ~5 0,). 
Lemma 2.1. Let 7~ : Y +X be a birational morphism of smooth projective ratio& 
surfaces, 7c* : Cl(X) + Cl(Y) the corresponding homomorphism on divisor class 
groups, and let 9 be a divisor class on X. Then x* is an injective intersection-form 
preserving map of free abelian groups of finite rank; there is a natural isomorphism 
H’(X,44) = H’(Y,?P’) for every i; and 9 is the class of an eflective divisor (resp., 
numerically effective) if’ and only tf rFY is. 
Proof. See [I l] for an indication of the proof. 0 
By Lemma 2.1, little harm is done by identifying Cl(X) with its image in Cl(Y). This 
is also compatible with exceptional configurations. For suppose that X = X, is obtained 
by blowing up essentially distinct points ~1,. , pr of P* = X0, where, for 1 < i < r, 
Xi is the blowing up of ~1,. . , p;. If 71 : Xj + Xi is, for some i < j < r, the blowing 
UP of pi+, , . . . , pj, with es,. . . , ei the exceptional configuration on Xi corresponding to 
PI,..., p; andeh ,..., ei the exceptional configuration on Xj corresponding to pl , . . , p,, 
then rc*(e,) = ei for 2 5 i. For simplicity then, we will for each 0 < 1 5 r simply 
denote the exceptional configuration on X1 corresponding to pl, , pt by eo, . . . , e,, 
and leave to context which surface Xi, j > i we wish at any given time to regard ej 
as a class on. 
We now recall some facts, the most important of which is (a), the formula of 
Riemann-Roth for a rational surface [14]. For the proofs of (b) and (c), we refer 
to [lo]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a smooth projective rational surjace, and let 9 be a divisor 
class on X. 
(a) We have h’(X,.F) - h’(X,S) + h2(X,F) = (F* - Kx P-)/2 + 1. 
(b) If 3 is the class of an effective divisor, then h2(X, 9) = 0. 
(c) Lf F is numerically effective, then h2(X,F) = 0 and 3’ > 0. 
Here we recall some results from [1X], where, in line with the notation in Section 1 
and following [ 181, given coherent sheaves JJ! and 93 on a scheme T, we will denote 
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the cokemel of the natural map @(X, &‘) ~1 H”(X, &) --f H”(X, .,G? 8 S) by Y( ,c/l, 2) 
and the kernel by .&(~.&,9~?). Also, r denotes the global sections functor. 
Proposition 2.3. Let T be u closed subscheme of projective space, let .d and J be 
coherent sheaves on T and let ‘6 be the cluss qf an effective divisor C on T. 
(a) If’ the restriction homomorphisms H”( T, .d) + H”(C, d % I(C) und H”( T, x2 IX 
A?) + H”(C,.d 8%~ .A? @ cc) ure surjective (jar example, iJ’h’(T,,d 8 ‘G-l) = 0 = 
h’( T,.d 8% %-’ 4% A?)), then mupping the terms of the exact sequence (0 4 I(& g 
%-I) + I(.ca) + l-(.d 1% L(c) + 0) %I I(.@) to those of 0 + I(JJ @G V’ & .8) -+ 
I(d $G ,A?) + f((,d 8.8) 8 C’c) --t 0 leuds to the exact sequence 
0 + n(& G+? %P,.&) + .43(&,/,1) + .%(.d ‘8 C~~,J) i 
.Y(.d g % -1, .&) 4 .‘/‘(.rJ, .M) + Y(.o/ x’ C’c, .&) + 0. 
(b) IfH’(T,.%) 4 H”(C,.#3tC~~,) is swjective (jar exmmple, zj”h’(T,3@%-‘) = 0). 
then Y(r4 R Q, S) = .Y’(,vY B cc, .A? B C(C). 
(c) If T is u smooth curve of genus y, and .& and 39 are line bundles of degrees 
at least 2y + 1 und 2g, respectively, then Y(.d’, S) = 0. 
Proof. See [18] for (a) and (c); we leave (b) as an easy exercise for the reader. 0 
It will be helpful to generalize Proposition 2.3(c) to nonsmooth curves with y = 0. 
We do so in Lemma 2.5, using the following technical result, proved in [ 111. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a smooth projective rutionul surf&e and let ,1’ be the cluss 
of u nontrivial eflective divisor N on X. If. f f Kx is not the cluss of un eflective 
divisor and 9 meets every component of 1” nonnegatively, then h”(N, 3) > 0, 
h’(N,9) = 0, N2 +N.Kx < -1, und every component A4 ofN is u smooth rutionul 
curve (of negative se@ntersection, tf M does not move). 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be u smooth projective rutionul surjuce, and let ..C” be the cluss 
of an &ective divisor N on X .wch that h”(X, .~1 + Kx) = 0. If 3 und 9 ure the 
restrictions to N oj’divisor clusses 9’ und 3’ on X which meet euch component oj 
N nonnegatively, then Y(9, 9) = 0. 
Proof. To prove the lemma, induct on the sum n of the multiplicities of the components 
of N. By Lemma 2.4, h’ (N, P) = 0 and every component of N is a smooth rational 
curve. Thus the case n = 1 is trivial (since then N = P’, and the space of polynomials 
of degree f’ in two variables tensor the space of polynomials of degree 9 in two 
variables maps onto the space of polynomials of degree f + g). So say n > 1. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.7 of [1] (or see the proof of Lemma 2.6 of [lo]), N 
has a component C such that (N - C). C 5 1. Let L be the effective divisor N -C and 
let 9 be its class. Thus we have an exact sequence 0 + e’, @ (-9) --f I$,, --f 6, + 0. 
Now, -L C > - 1, and both ,F’ and 9’ meet C nonnegatively. We may assume 
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9’ C > 9’ C, otherwise reverse the roles of 9’ and 9’. Since C = P’, we see 
that h’(C, Q 8 (.F’ - 9)) h’(C, 6~ @ (9’ - 9)) and h’(C, 6~ @ (9’ + $9 - 9)) all 
vanish. An argument similar to that used to prove Proposition 2.3(a, b) now shows 
that we have an exact sequence 9( CC @ (9’ - Sp), & 8% 9’) + ,Y(F, 9) + 9’(Q E .F, 
cl. Xi 9) + 0. Since Y(Ci @? 9, c~ @ ‘9) = 0 by induction, it suffices to show Y(Cc(. x 
(.9’ - F), 6~ 1% 9’) = 0. If C (5’ ~ Y) 2 0, then the latter is 0 (as in the previous 
paragraph). Otherwise, we must have 0 = 9’ C = 9’ . C and C. L = 1, so Cfc( - 1) = 
Cfc 1% (9’ - 9) and 6~ = 6~ QO F?‘, which means h0(6c, Fc @ (9’ + 9’ - 9)) = 0 and 
hence again Y( cc 8% (9’ - Y), Cr,. 8 9’) = 0. 0 
When working with distinct points ~1,. . , pr it can be convenient to reindex them; 
for example, so that an expression mlpl+...+m,p, has ml 2 ... > m,. If p,,...,p, 
are only essentially distinct, reindexing in this way, properly speaking, makes no sense 
(since pi lives on the surface obtained by blowing up ~1,. , pI_ I). Nonetheless, a 
reindexation that preserves the natural partial ordering of “infinite nearness” seems 
intuitively acceptable. We make a short digression to justify this intuition. 
Suppose PI,. , p,. and 41,. . . , q,. are essentially distinct points of P*. Let X be the 
blowing up of ~1,. . . , pr with eo , . . . , e,. being the associated exceptional configuration, 
and let X’ be the blowing up of gl , . . . ,qr with e&. , e;. being the associated excep- 
tional configuration. If there is an isomorphism f‘ : X 4 X’ such that f*(e,!,) = eo, then 
there is a unique permutation af of { 1,. , r} such that f*(ei) = e,,(i) for every i 2: 1, 
and it follows that any subscheme Z = ml pl + + mrpr is projectively equivalent 
to Z’ = m,,(l)41 + . ..+m.,(,)q,. Thus we shall say that a bijection r~ : {q,, . . . , q,.} + 
{ ~1,. . . p,.} is an equivalence and that p1 , . . . , p,. and 41,. . . ,q,. are equivdent if for 
some .f as above we have a(q,) = pg,(;) for every i. Similarly, we shall say that a 
permutation of { 1,. . , r} is an equivalence if it is CJ,- for some such ,f. 
By the next lemma we see that we may always assume that a subscheme Z = 
ml pl + . . + m,.p,, satisfying the proximity inequalities, also satisfies ml > . 2 m, 
up to equivalence. 
Lemma 2.6. Let ~1,. . , pr he essentially distinct points of P2. 
(a) Any permutation (T of’ { 1,. . . , r}, such that CT(~) > a(i) whenever pi is infinitely 
ncur p,, is an equivalence. 
(b) Ij’ Z = ml p1 + ‘. + mrpr satisfies the proximity inequalities, then mj < mi 
trhenecrr 4, is ir$nitel~~ near to pi; in particular, up to equivalence we have ml > 
>m,.. _ 
Proof. Let X be the blowing up of ~1,. . . , p,. , with eo, , e, being the corresponding 
exceptional configuration. 
(a) One merely needs to check that eo, e{, , e: is also an exceptional configuration, 
where ei = e,(i) for each i > 0. But this follows from Theorem 1.1 of [7]. 
(b) Since pj being infinitely near to pi implies ej - ej is the class of an effective 
divisor, the proximity inequalities imply -(mlel +. . + m,e,) . (e; - ej) > 0 and hence 
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mi > m,. In particular, we can choose I such that ml < mi for all 1 < i < r and such 
that only pi among ~1,. . . , p,. is infinitely near to p,; then the permutation G which is 
the identity on { 1,. . . , I - I}, and for which a(1) = r and a(i) = i - 1 for I < i 5 r, is 
an equivalence by (a). That is, up to equivalence we may assume m, is least among 
ml,. . . , m,., and the result follows by induction. 0 
We now have a lemma well known for distinct points. As a consequence of 
Lemma 2.4, it holds more generally for essentially distinct points too. 
Lemma 2.7. Let ~1,. . . , pr be essentially distinct points oj’ P2 and let eo, el, . . . , e, be 
the corresponding exceptional configuration on the blowing up X of P2 at the points. 
Suppose that ml,. . , m, are nonnegative integers such that -(mlel + . . + m,e,) 
satisfies the proximity inequalities. Then h”(X, &) > 0 and h’(X, &) = 0 for d 2 - 1 
+(ml+.. . + m,), where pd = de0 - (mlel f.. + m,e,). 
Proof. Suppose there is at most one index i with mj > 0. By Lemma 2.6 we 
may assume r = 1, in which case we just need to check that h’(X,deo - mlel) = 
0 for d > - 1 + ml, which is straightforward, by restricting to a general section B 
of eo - el. 
We now consider & in case m, > 0 for at least two indices i. By Lemma 2.1 we 
may assume that m, > 0. Then -(mlel + . . + (m, - l)e,) satisfies the proximity 
inequalities, so by induction we may assume that h’(X, (d - 1)ea - (mlel +. + (m, - 
l)e,)) = 0. Also note that (d - l)eo - (mlel + ... + (m, - l)e,.) = & - (eo - e,). 
Clearly eo -e, is the class of an effective divisor; p,. is infinitely near a bona fide point 
of P2, and that point is pi for some i 5 r. Then eo - e, = (eo - ei) + (e, - e,); ea - ci 
is numerically effective, its linear system of sections being the pencil of lines through 
the point pi, while E, is a component of Ei, and ei - e, is the class of the difference 
Ei - E,. Thus we may choose a section B of eo - e, whose components, apart from a 
numerically effective divisor, are all components of Ei. If C is a component of Ei, then 
Fd C = -(mlel + + m,e,) . C > 0 by hypothesis. Since any numerically effective 
divisor meets any effective divisor nonnegatively, it will follow that Fd meets every 
component of B nonnegatively if we show Fd is the class of an effective divisor. But 
d + 1 > ml + . . + m,, the right-hand side of which involves at least two terms; thus 
(dfl)’ > m:+...+mf, hence 9: -K~~~~=-l+[(d+1)2-(m~+~~~+mf)]+ 
[d - (ml + ... + m,)] > -1, so by Lemma 2.2, h’(X,&) > 0 (since d 2 0 implies 
h2(X, 9j) = 0 by duality). 
Next, ea . (Kx + (eo - e,)) < 0 (because eo . Kx = -3), so h’(X,Kx + (eo - 
e,)) = 0, since eo is numerically effective. We now can apply Lemma 2.4 to obtain 
h’(B,& @ C?B) = 0, from which h’(X,&) = 0 follows by taking cohomology of 
O~~d-(eo-e,)j~di~d~~BiO. 0 
The next result concerns vanishing of 9(9,9). 
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Theorem 2.8. Let X be the blowing up of essentially distinct points ~1,. ., p,. of 
P2, and let eo,.. ., e, be the corresponding exceptional conjiguration. Suppose F = 
aoeo-aleI -.‘.-a,e, and 4e = boeo-blel-. . , - brer satisfy the proximity inequalities 
and that a0 > al +... +a, and bo > bl +...+b,.. Then Y(P,Y)=O. 
Proof. The result is true and easy to see if 9 and 9 are multiples of eo, so as- 
sume that a,., say, is positive. Then Y? = 9 - (es - e,) satisfies the proximity 
inequalities and also has eo . 2 > Ci,oei 2, so by induction we may assume 
that 9’(~,~) = 0. By Lemma 2.7, we have h’(X,%?) = 0 = h’(X,x + 9). If 
6,. > 0, then Lemma 2.7 also gives h’(X,?? - (eo - e,)) = 0. If 6, = 0, then 
h’(X,3 - eo) = 0 by Lemma 2.7 and e, is a fixed component of 9 - (es - er), 
so h’(X,Y - (eo - e,)) = h’(X,% - eo). This, together with (9 - (eo - e,))2 - Kx 
(3 - (eo - e,.)) = (3 - eo)2 - KX (9 - eo) and Lemma 2.2, implies h’(X,9 - 
(eo - e,.)) = h’(X,9 - eo) = 0. Now from Proposition 2.3(a,b) we have an exact 
sequence 0 = Y(G%‘,~) -+ Y(9,9?) --) 9’(9 @z fij~,Y @ 6~) + 0, where L is a 
general section of eo - e,. As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, KX + (eo - e,) is not 
the class of an effective divisor and 9 and 9 meet each component of L nonneg- 
atively, so ,Y(F 8 GL, 9 C% Cr,) = 0 by Lemma 2.5, and hence Y(F,?J) = 0, as 
required. Cl 
The following result, giving another vanishing criterion, is well known (see Proposi- 
tion 3.7 of [4]) and follows easily by appropriately applying Proposition 2.3; it essen- 
tially says that no generator of IZ need be taken in degrees greater than the regularity 
of Iz. 
Lemma 2.9. Let eo,. . . , e, be the exceptional conjguration corresponding to a blowing 
up X + P2 at essentially distinct points pl ,...,pr. Let Z = mlpl+...+m,p, satisfy 
the proximity inequalities, and let 5d denote de0 - mlel - . - mre,. If h’(X, 9j) = 0, 
then Y(&,eo) = 0 for d > t. 
In the following lemma, given the class 9 of an effective divisor F with N denoting 
the fixed components of the complete linear system IFI, we denote the class of N by 
(R)f (this is the Jixed part of 9) and F - (S)r by (F),,, (the free or moving part). 
Thus F = (F),,, + (S)r is a Zariski decomposition of 9. 
Lemma 2.10. Let eg, . . , e, be an exceptional configuration on a surface X and let 
S be a class on X. 
(a) If F is not the class of an efSective divisor, then ~~(P,eo) = h”(X, B + eo). 
(b) If F is the class of an effective divisor with a Zariski decomposition 9 
= .H+ A’ (with 2 being the numerically efSective part), then .~(P,eo) = .v(~P,eo)+ 
h”(X, 9 + eo) - h”(X, 2 + eo). 
(c) If 9 is the class of an eflective divisor and (F)f # (9 + eo)f, then .~(F,eo) 
>h”(X,~+e~)-ho(X,(~)m+eo) > 0. 
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Proof. (a) This is clear so consider (b). Regarding A? and .F as sheaves, we have an 
inclusion 2 + 9 which induces an isomorphism on global sections. Thus we have a 
commutative diagram with exact columns 
0 
and the image of H”(X, .X)@:H”(X, ea) 4 H”(X, F+eo) equals the image of H”(X, 5) 
@H”(X, eo) + H”(X, .F +e()), which means that ~(9, eo) = V/(-Y?, eo)+ho(X, .F+eo)- 
hO(X. .ff + eo). 
(c) By (b) we know :/.(.F, eo) > h”(X, 9 + ea) ~ h”(X, (9), + eo). But h”(X, 9 + ea) 
- h”(X, (9),,, + eo) just measures the extent to which there are sections of 9 + eo not 
containing the full fixed part of 5. Since (9)r # (5 + ea)r, this is positive. 0 
3. Resolutions 
In this section we will, under certain restrictions, study minimal free resolutions of 
homogeneous ideals Z, (over the homogeneous coordinate ring k[P2] of P2, which 
hereafter we will denote by R), where ~1,. . ., pF are essentially distinct points of P2 
and Z = nzl pl + . + m,.p, satisfies the proximity inequalities. By Lemma 2.6, we 
may, if it is convenient, assume that ml > . . > mF > 0. 
Given essentially distinct points ~1,. . . , pr of P2, we say that the points are points 
of a curve of degree n if, on the blowing up X of P2 at the points, neo - er - . . . - e,. 
is the class of an effective divisor. We say that ~1,. . . , p,. are points of a curve of 
degree n with some property (say smooth or irreducible, etc.) if neo - et - - e, 
is the class of such a curve. Our results involve essentially distinct points ~1,. , p,. 
on curves in P2 of degree at most 3. Our results allow one recursively to determine 
the graded modules in a minimal free resolution of Z, for any fat point subscheme 
Z = ml pl + t + m,p,- satisfying the proximity inequalities, as long as ~1,. , p,. 
are points of a conic, or, in certain cases, points of a smooth cubic. Since essentially 
distinct points on a line certainly are points on a conic, our results apply also to points 
on a line; the case of points on a line turns out to be simple enough to write down 
the resolution completely explicitly, which we do in Example 3.1.4. 
3.1. Points on CI conic 
We now consider points, possibly infinitely near, on a conic, possibly nonsmooth. If 
X is the blowing up of P2 at such points, we show :~(F,eo) = 0 for any 
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9 E NEFF. As demonstrated in Example 3.1.3, this allows us to work out resolu- 
tions in any specific case of points on a conic. Also, in the special case of points on 
a line (which is subsumed by the case of points on a conic), we give a completely 
general and explicit result in Example 3.1.4. 
We begin with a lemma: part (a) will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.2; the 
other parts will be helpful references in working out examples, such as Example 3.1.3. 
Lemma 3.1.1. Let X be the blowing up qf’ essentiall~~ distinct points pi,. . . , p, of’u 
conic in P2; i.e., 2q-el -...- e, is the cluss qf’un qfectivr divisor, where eo, , e, 
is the exceptional conjigurution correspondiny to PI,. . . , pr. Also, jbr each i > 0, 
recull E, denotes the unique efective divisor whose cluss is e,. 
(a) !f’% is the cluss of u reduced und irreducible curve oj’negutiar selflintersrction, 
then ‘t is either: the cluss qf a component of’ Ei. i > 0; the cluss of’ u component of’ 
un @ective divisor Q with % . Q < 0, where 4 = 2eo - el - . - e,. is the clu.ss of 
Q; or the cluss eo - e, - ei, j&r some 0 < i < ,j. 
(b) IJ’ .F E NEFF, then .F t EFF, and S is regulur (i.e., h’(X, 5) = 0) und its 
linear system oj’ sections is buse point (und hence jixed component) jke. 
(c) If r > 2, then: 
(i) NEFF consists of the clusses 3 E Cl(X) such thut S ‘6 2 0 whenever 93 is 
the cluss of’un irreducible curve of negative se(fGntersection, and 
(ii) EFF is generated by the clusses oj’ curves of negative selfintersection. 
Proof. (a) Let Gh be the class of a reduced and irreducible curve C of arithmetic genus 
y and of negative self-intersection. Since C is effective and es is numerically effective, 
we have C . eo > 0. 
If C ea = 0, then C is a component of some Ei, i > 0. 
If C. eo = 1, then % must be of the form eo - ej, -. . - e,,, with 0 < it < . < il. 
Since C2 < 0, we have 1 > 2; if I > 2 then C meets 1 negatively and hence is a 
component of Q. 
Say C ea = 2. Then C e; > 0 for all i > 0, since C is clearly not a component of 
any E,. Also, since any reduced and irreducible plane conic is smooth, we see C.e, 5 1, 
i > 0. Thus 44 is the sum of 9 with those ei with C e, = 0, so we see that % has 
a section coming from 2 and those e; with C . e, = 0, and hence either that C is not 
fixed (contradicting C2 < 0), or that C. e, = 1 for all i and therefore that % = _i! and 
c.1=c2 <o. 
Suppose that C . eo > 2. Since -Kx = eo + % and clearly C is not a component 
of 2, we have -C . Kx > C eo > 3. Hence by the adjunction formula we have 
0 > C2 = 2g - 2 - C Kx > 2y + 1 > 0, a contradiction. 
(b) Since -Kx is the class of an effective divisor, NEFF c EFF [lo]. For the rest, the 
case d = 0 is clear, so assume 9 is not trivial. By Lemma 2.2(c), we have .F2 > 0. 
Since the space et c Cl(X) of classes perpendicular to es is negative definite, we see 
F eo > 0. Together, this means either that .9 ea > 1 (in which case c9 . (-Kx) 
= .9 (2 + es) > 1 and our result follows by [ 111) or that 9 . eo = 1 and hence .9 
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is either of the form eo or eo - ei, i > 0 (and again we have J. (-Kx) > 1 and our 
result follows by [ 111). 
(c) Clearly, (i) follows from (ii). To prove (ii), let 9 be in EFF. Then subtracting 
off fixed components, which by (b) must be curves of negative self-intersection, we 
obtain the free part (9), of .5, which is numerically effective. Thus (.F),,, is in the 
cone of classes which meet 2, each e,, and each eo -e; - ei, 0 < i < j nonnegatively. 
By Proposition 1.5.3 [8], this cone is generated by classes of the form eo, eo - ei,, 
2ea -e,, - e;, -e,, , 3eo - e,, - ejz -e,, -err - ei5 -e,, , and de0 - (d - 1 )e;, - eiZ - . - eic,+2, 
d > 2, where in each expression the indices il, il, . . are nonzero and distinct. Now it 
is enough to check that each of these classes is a sum of classes of curves of negative 
self-intersection, which is straightforward. 0 
Theorem 3.1.2. Let X be the blowing up of’ rssentkdfy distinct points ~1,. , pr oj 
P2 such that A? = 2eo - el - - e,. is the class qf‘an qfectivr divisor, where eo, . . . , e, 
is the exceptional cor$guration corresponding to ~1,. , pr. Then Y(F, eo) = 0 Jbr 
any numerically eflective cluss 5. 
Proof. We will induct on eo. 9. If eo. .F = 0 then .p = 0, and 9(-F, ec) = 0 is clear. 
Also, the case that r < 2 is covered by Theorem 2.8, so we may assume r 2 2, and 
by reindexing (see Lemma 2.6) we may assume .p el > . . . 2 5 . e, > 0. Since, if 
9 . e,. = 0 we may as well just work on the blowing up of P2 at ~1,. . . , py_ 1, we may 
assume in fact that .p e; > 0 for all i > 0. Now by explicitly checking against the 
cases enumerated in Lemma 3.1.1 (a), given the class 9 of any reduced and irreducible 
effective divisor of negative self-intersection, we see (F - 2). ?? > 0. Thus 9 - 9 is 
numerically effective. 
Since Kx = -3eo + el +. . + e,, we have 9 = - Kx - eo. Clearly, given any numer- 
ically effective class Z”, (2 + ec)2 >O, so, by duality and Ramanujam vanishing (see 
the first paragraph of the proof of [ 19, Theorem, p. 1211, which holds in all character- 
istics), h’(X, .F - 2) = h’(X, -(:@ + ec)) = 0. Thus, taking Q to be an effective divisor 
in the class 3, the exact sequence 0 + Y? - 1 + .Z --t 3 @ GQ 4 0 is exact on 
global sections. In particular, this follows taking .fl to be either eo, 3 or Y + eo. In the 
former case we have Y(*F @ Lfi~, es) = Y(5 1% I~‘Q, ec @ 6~) by Proposition 2.3(b), and 
the latter two cases show that Proposition 2.3(a) applies. Since Y(p @ lf~,eo @ 0,) 
vanishes by Lemma 2.5, and we may, by induction, assume .V(.p - &ec) = 0, our 
result, .Y’(F,eo) = 0, now follows from the exact sequence of Proposition 2.3(a). 0 
Example 3.1.3. We now give an example showing how to apply the results above to 
work out resolutions. Let Lt and L2 be distinct lines in P* meeting at p,, let p2, p3 
and p4 be distinct points on LI away from pI, let p5 # pI be a point of L*, and let 
p6 be the point infinitely near to ps corresponding to the tangent direction at p5 along 
L2. Then Z = 3pl + 2~2 + 2~3 + p4 + 3~5 + 2p6 satisfies the proximity inequalities. 
Let ea, . . . , e6 be the exceptional configuration coming from the blowing up X of P* at 
the essentially distinct points pI, . . . , p6. 
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By Lemma 3.1.1 (a) any reduced and irreducible curve of negative self-intersection 
is either a component of the total transform of a line through any two of the points, a 
component of the exceptional curve corresponding to one of the points, or a component 
of the total transform of a conic through the points. Thus the classes of reduced and 
irreducible curves of negative self-intersection on A! are: es-e1 -. . ‘-e4, eo-el -es-e6, 
eo - e; - e5 for i E {2,3,4}, el, ez, e3, e4, es - e6, and e6. If we let z, denote 
de,) - 3el - 2e2 - 2e3 - e4 - 3eS - 2e6, then for each d < 5 one can find a sequence 
% I.. . , K, among the enumerated classes of negative self-intersection such that each 
of &,.%I, . . . . (,%,-%I -...-%-I).%,, and (&l-%1 -...-f??r).es is negative 
and hence neither & - 441 - - +Fr nor & can be the class of an effective divisor. 
Thus h”(X,&) = 0 for d < 5. 
In the case that d = 5, this process of subtracting off the classes of putative fixed 
components of negative self-intersection leads to the Zariski decomposition 4 = 
X + _ I', where .Y? = 2ea - e2 - e3 - es is numerically effective with h’(X,@) = 
h”(X V-), and 1 = 3eo - 3el - e2 - e3 - e4 - 2eS - 2eb with /z’(X, Jr‘) = 1. By 
Lemma 3.1.1(c), this process of subtracting off putative components of negative self- 
intersection will always either lead to a Zariski decomposition or to a determination 
that the original class is not the class of an effective divisor. By Lemma 3.1.1(b) and 
Lemma 2.2(c), h’(X,X) = h2(X, -P) = 0, so h”(X,$5) = h”(X, ,X) is easily computed 
by Riemann-Roth to be 3. 
Similarly, we find that h’(X,&) is, respectively, 8, 14, and 23, for 6 5 d < 8; that 
in a Zariski decomposition of Pj the numerically effective part of .& for 6 5 d <I 7 
is, respectively, 4e0 - el - e2 - e3 - 2e.j - e6, and 5eo - el - e2 - e3 - 2e5 - e6; and, 
adding es to the numerically effective parts for 5 5 d < 7 and applying ho, that we 
get, respectively, 7, 14, and 21. Thus :Y(-&, eo) is 0 for d < 4; 3, 1, 0 and 2 for 
4 < d 5 7 (using Lemma 2.10); and 0 by Lemma 2.9 for d > 7. 
Thus, in a resolution 0 + FI --f FO + 1~ + 0 of Iz, we find that F,J = R[-513 93 
R[-~]cDR[-~]~, which allows us as discussed in Section 1 to determine FI = R[-61’~~ 
R[-71 9 R[-932. 
The case of points on a line is a special case of points on a conic which affords 
an especially nice and explicit answer, so we present this case as another example of 
finding a resolution using our results. 
Example 3.1.4. Let ~1,. . , p,. be essentially distinct points of a line in P2; i.e., e(j - 
ei - f.. - e, is the class of an effective divisor on the blowing up X of ~1,. , p,.. In 
this case finding Zariski decompositions is straightforward, h’ and h2 vanish for every 
numerically effective class (by Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.2(c)), and y(~P”,ea) = 0 for 
any numerically effective class X (by Theorem 2.8 or Theorem 3.1.2), which allows 
us to determine a resolution for any Z = ml pl + + m,.p,.. 
We now make this resolution explicit, leaving details to the reader. Let Z = ml p1 + 
. . + mrpr be a nontrivial subscheme satisfying the proximity inequalities. 
By Lemma 2.6, we may assume that ml > . . . 2 m, > 0. From the sequence 
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mt > . > m,. > 0 we get a Young diagram (r columns where the ith column 
is a column of m; boxes, 1 5 i I r), and from this we get the conjugate sequence 
pt > > ,u,~~, (pi is the number of boxes in the ith row of the Young diagram). We 
alsodefinea;=(i-l)+pi+~~~+~m, for l<iLmt.Thisgivesp~+...+p~, = 
mt + ‘. . + Nz, = al > u2 > ” 2 ani, _ > ml. Then the minimal free resolution of 1, 
takes the form 0 + F1 + Fo + Zz + 0, where 
F0 = R[-al] G.. .c3 R[-a,,] 6 R[-ml] 
and 
F, =R[-1 -a,]8”‘&R[-l -a,,]. 
In particular, we see that a minimal homogeneous generating set for 1~ has ml - m2 + 1 
generators of degree ml, and one generator, of degree ai, for each 1 5 i 5 m2. 
From this resolution we also get a particularly nice expression (reformulating and 
extending that of [3, Proposition 3.31, which is for distinct points on a line in P*) 
for the Hilbert function of lz, where we follow the convention that (i) = 0 if 
a < h: For all n > 0, h,,(n) = (n-‘l’+2) + ~,<i<m,((n-~f2) - (“-;‘I)), or, alterna- _- 
tively, h,,(n) = ((ml - m2 + 1)(“-y’+2) -(ml ~ m2)(“-;I+‘)) + C,<j,,,((“-~+2) - 
c+ )). 
3.2. Points on a cubic 
We now consider the case of essentially distinct points ~1,. , p,. on a smooth plane 
cubic C; i.e., p1 is a point of C, p2 is a point of the proper transform of C, etc. In 
this situation, the monoid EFF of classes of effective divisors on X is controlled by 
ker(Cl(X) --t Cl(D)) (which we will denote /i(X,D), or just LI when X and D are 
clear from the context), where D is the proper transform to X of C (and hence a 
section of -Kx), and Cl(X) + Cl(D) is the canonical homomorphism induced by the 
inclusion D c X As is shown in [6], if one knows /1, then one can determine h’(X, 5) 
for any class .P on X and one can also effect Zariski decompositions (indeed, one can 
determine the free part (9), of 9 when .9 is the class of an effective divisor). As 
discussed in Section 1, this reduces determining resolutions of ideals defining fat point 
subschemes of P* supported at essentially distinct points of C to determining :/(@,eo) 
for numerically effective classes 9. 
However, unlike the case of points on a line or conic, there does not seem to 
be a general principle for handling points on a cubic. In particular, for points on 
a cubic .Y(F,eo) need not vanish for every numerically effective class -9, even if 
its linear system of sections is fixed component free or even base point free. For 
example, if ~1,. . . , p6 are distinct general points of P2, then 9 = 5eo - 2et - 
. - 2eb is numerically effective and its linear system of sections is fixed compo- 
nent and base point free, but h’(X,ea) = h”(X,6) = 3 and h”(X,F + ea) = 10, 
so .~(.F,eo) > 1. For a more subtle example (one which is not evident from a sim- 
ple dimension count), consider eight distinct general points ~1,. . , pg of P* and let 
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9 = t( 17eo - 6(er + . + es)); then, for all t > 0, 9 is numerically effective and 
its linear system of sections is fixed component and base point free, but ~(s,eo) > 0 
(see [13]). 
Thus we will obtain our results under certain restrictions: we will restrict either 
the classes S or the surfaces X which we consider. More specifically, we will first 
allow X to be any blowing up of P2 at Y > 9 essentially distinct points pr, . . , pp 
of a smooth plane cubic, but only consider untjorm clusses (i.e., classes 9 satisfying 
9.e, = . . . = B . e,). Second, we will consider arbitrary classes 9 in the case that 
pr , . , pl-, Y ) 1, are essentially distinct points on a smooth plane cubic C but where 
A is as large as possible (i.e., A is the subgroup K$ of classes 9 with ,B KX = 0, 
which in more concrete terms means PI is a flex of C, and for each i, pi is the point 
of the proper transform of C infinitely near to pr ). We begin now by studying uniform 
classes. 
3.2.1. Uniform clussrs on a blobviny up of points on a smooth plane cubic 
Let r ) 9, and let ~1,. . . , p,- be essentially distinct points of a smooth irreducible 
plane cubic C. The results in this subsection allow one implicitly to compute a resolu- 
tion of the ideal of any fat point subscheme of P2 of the form Z = m( pt + . + p,.), 
where m 2 1. For this, it is enough to consider uniform classes; i.e., those of the form 
.Pn = neo - m(e, + ... + e,), where X is the blowing up of the points PI,..., p,. and 
ea, , e, is the corresponding exceptional configuration. Since -Kx = 3eo-el~. .-e,., 
we can write & as tea - mKx, where t = n - 3m. Of course, our main interest is when 
n (and hence 3mf t) is nonnegative, since otherwise .& is not the class of an effective 
divisor. 
The following proposition recalls facts from [6J which will be helpful both in our 
analysis (Theorem 3.2.1.2) of ~/(.~,eo) for a uniform class .F and also in working out 
complete examples of resolutions, as in Example 3.2.1.3. 
Proposition 3.2.1.1. Let X be as in the preceding tbvo paragruphs, teith 9 = tea - 
mKx for some integers t und m > 0. 
(a) The cluss 5 is the cluss of cm e@c.tive divisor ij und only iJ‘ t 2 0. 
(b) Say t > 0 and r = 9. 
(i) [f t > 0, then the linear system of sections of .F is jixed component j&e 
und h’(X,,F) = 0. 
(ii) Ij t = 0, then the linear system of sections of 9 has a jixed component ij 
und only if 9 is not in A; in particular, the jixed component .free part (9), of .F is 
-(m-s)Kx and ,ve huve h’(X, (-F),) = i.+ 1, lvhere s is the least nonnegutive integer 
such that -(m - s)Kx E A and \vhere 2 = 0 !‘f’m = s and otherkse 1. = (m - s)/l, 
where 1 is the least positive integer such that -1Kx E A. 
(c) Lastly, say t > 0 and r > 9. 
(i) Lf -Kx f 9 > 0, then the linear system of sections of 9 is jixed component 
free und h’(X,g) = 0. 
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(ii) Say -Kx .p 5 0. If t = 0, then (.F)m = 0, so say t > 0 and let s be the 
least nonnegative integer such that -Kx . (9 + sKx) > 0. If -Kx . (9 + sKx) > 0, 
then (p)m = S + SKX. If -Kx (9 + SKX) = 0, then (F),,, = 9 + SKX and 
h’(X,F+sKx) = 1 ij”F+sKx E A, while (F),,, = F+(s+ 1)Kx ifg+sKx @A. 
Proof. (a) Since eo and -Kx are the classes of effective divisors, F is the class of 
an effective divisor if t > 0. Conversely, note that -Kx is the class of an irreducible 
curve of self-intersection 9 - r, and that -Kx .F = 3t + (9 - r)m, which is negative if 
t < 0 and r 2 9. Now, -Kx is numerically effective for r = 9, but, if t < 0, meets 9 
negatively, which implies that 9 cannot be the class of an effective divisor. For r > 9 
and t < 0, if F is the class of an effective divisor, then -Kx is a fixed component so 
8 + KX = teg - (m - 1)Kx is the class of an effective divisor. Iterating we eventually 
obtain the contradiction that tea is the class of an effective divisor, which is absurd if 
t < 0. 
Items (b,c)(i) follow by Theorems 1.1(b) and 3.1 of [6]. ltems (b,c)(ii) follow by 
Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 3.1 of [6]. 0 
We now compute ~(&,eo) for each n > 0. By Proposition 3.2.1.1, the fixed com- 
ponent free part (Fn),,, of 4 is a uniform class, hence so is eo + (FR),. Thus, using 
Proposition 3.2.1.1, it is enough by Lemma 2.10 to compute Y((&),,,, eo), for which 
the following theorem suffices. 
Theorem 3.2.1.2. Let 9 = (g),,, for some unifbrm class 3 of an efictive divisor, 
where X is the blowing up of r 2 9 essentially distinct points of a smooth plane 
cubic. 
(a) If -Kx .F > 1, then Y(p,eo) = 0. 
(b) If -Kx. F = 1, then :/(F,eo) = 1. 
(c) If -Kx . F = 0, then Y(fl,eo) = 0 unless either: r = 10, in which case 
.y(F,eo) = 1; or r = 9, in which case 9 = -abKx and ~(F,eo) = 3b(a - l), where 
a = b = 0 if9 = 0, and otherwise a is the least positive integer such that -aKx E A 
and b is some nonnegative integer. 
Proof. Write .p as tee - mKx for some nonnegative integers t and m. 
(a) Note that -Kx . (teg - mKx) > 1 implies -Kx . (tee - SKX) > 1 for all 
0 < s 5 m. We will induct on s, starting with the obvious fact that Y(teo, eo) = 0 for 
t > 0. So now we may assume that 0 < s < m, and that Y(teo -(s- l)Kx,eo) = 0. By 
Proposition 3.2.1.1, h’(X,teo-(s-l)Kx) = h’(X,teo-(s-l)Kx+eo) = 0, and h’(X,eo+ 
Kx) = h’(X, -eo) = h’(P2, -eo) = 0, so by Proposition 2.3(a,b) we have the exact 
sequence Y’(teo-(s-l)Kx,eo) + Y(teo-sKx,eo) --f Y((teo-sKx)~,GD,eo~So) --f 0, 
where the leftmost term vanishes by induction, and Y((tea - SKX) @ c”~, eo @ OD) = 0 
by Proposition 2.3(c), since (tea - SKX) @ 6~ has degree at least 2g and es @ 0D has 
degree 2g + 1, where g = 1 is the genus of D. Thus Y(te0 - sKx. eo) = 0 follows by 
exactness. 
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(b) Under the given hypotheses, we must have m > 0 and Ki < 0, hence -K,y 
(9+Kx) > 1 and Y(f+Kx,eo)=O by (a). A s in (a), we have an exact sequence 
Y(5 + Kx, eo) -+ Y(9, eo) + Y(S @ CD, eo 6% CO) + 0. Applying it gives ~(9, ra) 
= .Y(Y @ Lr,,eo @ 0~) but h’(D,.F @I 6~) = 1 since 5F @ GD has degree I. Thus 
HO(D, 9 @ 0~) @ HO(D, eo 18 CD) --f H’(D, (9 + ea) @ 0,) is injective and one easily 
computes :F( .F 8 L’D, eo @ 6~) = 1. 
(c) If 9 = 0, then :Y(F, es) = 0 is clear, so assume 9 # 0. Since -Kx. .F = 0, we 
see m > 0 and F + Kx is numerically effective. Since F = (@)m with -Kx .F = 0, 
we see 3 E A, so fl @ c”D = 6~ and h’(D, 0’~ c% p) = 1, and as above we see 
h’(X,eo + Kx) = h’(X,9 + Kx +eo) = 0. If -Kj > 0, then also h’(X,B + Kx) = 0 
by Proposition 3.2.1.1 (c). If, however, -Ki = 0, then using Proposition 3.2.1.1(b) we 
see h”(X,9+K~)+ho(D,9@6D) = h”(X,5), so 0 4 9+Kx 4 3 -+ Y~CD + 0 is 
exact on global sections. In either case, then, by Proposition 2.3(b,c) we have an exact 
sequence 8(F @ CD, eo) --f Y(F + Kx, eo) + cY(.F,eO) + >f(9%1c!D,eo@c6n) --j 0. 
Since 9 @ cj~ = GD, we see g(9 % (“D,eo) = 0 and ~(9 8% fi~,eo @ (‘0) = 0. 
Thus we have ~(F,eo) = .Y(S + Kx,eo); now ~(3 + Kx,eo) equals 0 by (a) if 
Y > 10, and 1 by (b) if r = 10. If Y = 9, then S = -mKx. By Proposition 3.2.1.1(b), 
m = ab, where a is the least positive integer such that -aKx E A. Likewise, (.9+K,y),, 
= -a(b- 1)Kx and h”(X,B+K~+eo)-ho(X,(,?+K~)m+eo) = 3a-3; by induction, 
we may assume ~(9 + Kx,eo) = 3(b - l)(a - I), so ~(9 + Kx,eo) = 3b(a - 1) by 
Lemma 2.10. 0 
Example 3.2.1.3. We now give an example using our results to obtain an explicit 
resolution. Consider subschemes Z c P* of the form 2 = m(pl + ‘. . + p12), where 
PI,. . , p12 are essentially distinct points on a smooth cubic. Let X be the blowing up 
of the points, let eo,. . ,erz be the associated exceptional configuration, let D be the 
proper transform of the cubic, and assume that the kernel n of Cl(X) + Cl(D) is 
trivial. Then the minimal free resolution of 1, is 
0 --j @ R[-3m-i-213 +R[-3m]@ @ R[-3m-i- 113 +Zz -+ 0. 
l<i<m 
c-- 
1 <i<m 
i 
We sketch a proof. Let 4 denote neo - m(q + . . + et2). By Proposition 3.2.1.1, 
h’(X,&) = 0 for n < 3m, and for IZ > 3m we see that (gn),,, is regular, equal to 0 
if n = 3m and otherwise to (n - 3m - I)(-Kx) + (n - 3m)eo. Now, by Lemma 2.10 
and Theorem 3.2.1.2, we can compute that Y(Fn,eo) vanishes for n < 3m - 2 or 
n > 4m + 1, equals 1 for n = 3m - 1, 0 for n = 3m and 3 for 3m + 1 5 n 5 4m. 
Thus the first syzygy module FO in the resolution is as claimed; now we merely need 
to check that the difference of the Hilbert functions of FO and fz coincides with the 
Hilbert function of $,<I<mR[-(3m + i + 2)13. Cl -- 
3.2.2. Points injinitely near a flex 
Let PI,..., pr be essentially distinct points on a smooth plane cubic C, let X be the 
blowing up of the points with eo,. , . , e, the corresponding exceptional configuration, 
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and let D denote the proper transform of C on X. In this subsection we shall always 
assume that pl is a flex of C, and pi for i > 1 is infinitely near to ~1. This is 
equivalent to ro = eo - et - e2 - e3 and v, = ej - ei+l, i > 0, all being in the kernel A 
of Cl(X) -+ Cl(D). But ra and rj, i > 0, give a basis for the subspace K’ of Cl(X) of 
classes perpendicular to Kx and so the requirements that pi be a flex of C, and pi for 
i > I be points of proper transforms of C and infinitely near to p1 are equivalent to 
A = Kl. Thus we may equivalently say that pt, , pr are essentially distinct points 
on a smooth plane cubic such that A = K’. 
Zariski decompositions and h”(X,9) for any 9 E Cl(X) can be computed using 
[6]. Thus, as discussed in Section 1, to compute a resolution for Zz for any fat point 
subscheme Z supported at ~1,. , p,. it suffices to determine Y(,#, eo) for numerically 
effective classes X, which we do below. Thus the results below allow one to work 
out a resolution for the ideal of any fat point subscheme supported at PI,. , pr. 
The values of ~~(9,eo) that we obtain are related to the structure of NEFF, so 
we begin by describing the cone NEFF of numerically effective divisors, for which 
we use the following notation: .XO = ea, 3yt = e() - et, XI = 2ea - et - e2, and 
A‘“; = 3eo - el - . - e;, i > 3. In addition, we will need to recall facts about h’ 
for numerically effective classes, which will also be helpful to readers moved to work 
out examples of resolutions of fat point ideals for fat point subschemes supported at 
Pl,...,Pr. 
Lemma 3.2.2.1. Let 9 be u class on X. Then: 
(a) 5 E NEFF iJ’and only if’9 is u nonnegative (integer) linear combination of 
c%i, i > 0, such that -9. Kx > 0; and 
(b) ji)r 9 E NEFF \t’e have 
0 iJ’-Kx .9 > 1, 
h’(X,S) = 1 
( 
if’ y2 > -KX . .F = 0, 
9 er $52 = -Kx. 9 = 0. 
Moreover, writing .F E NEFF as .F = Ciai.#i, the linear system of sections oj 
B has a nonempty buse locus if’ and only ifi 9 = Ha or -Kx . 9 = 1 but 
9 # &a f a&%9 (in this CUSP the base locus is u single point if j = r, and it is 
the divisor Ei+l if' j < r, where j is the greatest subscript with aj > 0); or 9 = 
Xg+agflg with as > 0 (in which case Es is the base locus); or F = A?~+a~~F~+.%f~o 
(in which cuse Es - El0 is the base locus). 
Proof. (a) See [6]. 
(b) See [6]. We remark that 3’ = -Kx . 9 = 0 only occurs for d = s.&$, for 
some s 2 0, in which case s = 9 ’ e,. 0 
By Lemma 3.2.2.1, NEFF is contained in the nonnegative subsemigroup of Cl(X) 
generated by ,yi”o,. . . , Hr. It turns out to be convenient to distinguish two types. Let 
B = C+Z,#~ be a numerically effective class (hence a, 2 0 for all i). We say 9 is 
of type I if ai > 0 for some i < 8; otherwise, we say 9 is of type ZZ (i.e., either 
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ai = 0 for i # 9 or the least index 1 such that al # 0 is 8). We first consider classes 
of type I. 
Theorem 3.2.2.2. Let 5 be (I type I numericully effective class on X, and, writing 
9 as a nonnegative linear combination 9 = C,ai,yic;:, let j be the largest index with 
a, > 0. Then ~(P,eo) = 0 unless either -Kx .P = 1, or -Kx . F = 0 and j = 10, 
in which cuses ~(9, eo) = 1. 
Proof. Clearly, Y(C,,eo) = 0, so we may assume that 9 # 0. Let 1 be the least 
index i such that a, > 0; then I < 8. By induction, we may assume our result is true 
for 9 - $. For each i, let Xi be the blowing up of ~1,. . . , p, and let Di be the proper 
transform of C to Xi. By duality and the fact that Kx, + .Z, is always a multiple of 
es, we see hl(X,,eo - 2;) = 0, and, applying Lemma 3.2.2.1, we see h’(Xj,9 - ,q) 
and h’(Xj.4 - -3 + eo) vanish. Thus (suppressing the subscripts on Xj and Dj) we 
have the usual exact sequence .4?(g $J cu,es) + Y(5 - Y$,eo) + Y(g,eo) + 
yi(Y ‘X8 ci D, eo El lf~) + 0. 
lf -KA, . 9 > 2, then ,4p(F X Iro,ec 3 fl,) = 0 by Proposition 2.3(c), and either 
9 - -Hi = 0, or -Kx . (3 - Xj) > -Kx. SF/ > 2, so Y(F - J$, eo) = 0 by induction, 
and, applying the exact sequence, Y(5+-,eo) = 0. 
If -Kx .F < 2, then j > 9 and, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.2(b,c), Z(F 
830 o,eo) = 0. Now, :Y(.F 8 cfrg,eo @ (CD) is 0 if -Kx S = 0 and 1 if -Kx .F = 1, 
so, by exactness, .v( p, eo ) = :Y( 9 - Hi, ea ) - Kx .9 if 0 < - Kx .9 5 1, and applying 
the inductive hypothesis to F - J$ gives the result. q 
We now consider numerically effective classes d of type II. Note that if .F 
= Hs + bvA?g + blo#lo with either 69 or b,o positive, then the linear system of 
sections of .F has a fixed component, making this a case we do not need to consider 
(because then ~(F,ec) = bg + 1 follows from Lemma 2.10 and the following theo- 
rem). Thus the only type 11 classes we need to consider are .X,, bg&+q and numerically 
effective classes Ci>sbiR; with bg > 1. _ 
Theorem 3.2.2.3. Let 9 = Ci>gbi3Y; be u numerically effective class on X (hence 
bi 2 0 for each i), and, if 9 z-0, let j be the greatest index i such that bi > 0. 
(a) We huve .v(Zg,eo) = 1 and v(bgZg,eo) = 0. 
(b) If bg > 1, then ~(.F,eo) = 1 unless either -Kx . S = 1, or -Kx . 9 = 0 und 
,j = 10, in tvhich cases ~(,F,eo) = 2. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2.2 (and again suppressing subscripts on xi 
and Dj), Proposition 2.3 gives an exact sequence .2(5% (‘~,eo) + .Y(F - ~$,,a) + 
Y($,eo) + Y(p ‘8 &;~),eo @ cf~) i 0. 
(a) Since .p = b+Fg is uniform (on the blowing up of P2 at ~1,. , pg), we 
have Y(F,eo) = 0 by Theorem 3.2.1.2(c), as required, so assume 3 = %s. Clearly, 
Y(L’x,eo) = 0, so, by the exact sequence with j = 8, :+&s,eo) = :~(3/1Us@C?~,eo@~~~,), 
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and, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.2(b), y(Xg%l6D,eo@CiD) = 1, so :/(Xs,eo) = 1, 
as required. 
(b) We first show the j = 8 case implies the others. So suppose j = 8 and assume 
.y(b.Xs,eo) = 1 for all b > 0. Since 9’((b + l)Xs 8 bo,eo @ (5~) = 0 for all b 2 1 
by Proposition 2.3(c), by the exact sequence above the homomorphism Y(bX8,eo) + 
Y((b + l).%“s,&) is an isomorphism for all b > 0. 
Now suppose j > 8. By induction, we have an isomorphism Y(bs&E,eo) + 
Y((C,.,bi)~~, eo), and it factors as Jf(bgZg, e(j) --j ,Y(cF,eo) + Y((C,,,b,),Zg, 
eo), which implies .u(,F, eo) > 1. If -Kx .F > 1, then c/(.9 83 Go,eo @ 5~) = 0 
by Proposition 2.3(c), so ,Y(p - -X’,eo) + cY(.y,eo) is surjective. By induction 
we may assume that .Y(S - Rj,eo) = 1, so ~(,F,eo) < 1 which with ~(F,eo) 
> 1 gives ~(y,eo) = 1. If, however, -Kx . 9 = 1, then b8 > 1 implies j > 9. 
so -Kx (5 - Xi) > 1, and by induction we may assume :/(,F - .$,eo) = 1. 
But, as above, the isomorphism .Y(bgXs, eo ) + ,Y((Cg<;bi)X$, eo) factors through 
Y(,F - .?‘$,eo) + .Y(y,eo), so the latter is injective. The exact sequence with :/(.p 
@CD, eg @ I’D) = 1 now gives ~(9, eo) = 2. For the case that -Kx . S = 0, we have 
~-~~=b~so.~(9~~o,eo)=O=.Y(9~~~~,eo15’C’~).Thus.u(~-_~,eo)= 
:/($,eo); but j > 10 so by what we have already done we see ~(5 - 4,eo) = 1 if 
j > 10 and .v(9 - J$, eo) = 2 if j = 10. This finishes the proof, modulo showing 
:y(b;Xx,eo) = 1 for all b > 0, to which we now proceed. 
We already have observed that ~(Hg,eo) = 1 so we may assume b > 2. The pencil 
of cubits through pr, . , pa includes our smooth cubic C and a triple line 3.L tangent 
to C at the flex pr. If C is not supersingular in characteristic 3, then Pit(C) has 
nontrivial 3-torsion so there is a second flex. We will denote the line on X tangent 
to D at this second flex by S, and we will choose projective coordinates x, y, z on P’ 
such that z = 0 defines L, y = 0 defines the line through p1 and the second flex, 
and x defines the line tangent to C at the second flex (whose transform on X is thus 
S). By scaling x, y and z, the homogeneous form J’ defining C can be taken to be 
y3 + x2z + xz2 + axyz, for some a E k. If C is supersingular in characteristic 3, then 
we can take ,f to be y3 + x2z + yz2 (see Proposition IV.4.21 and Example IV.4.23.1 
of [14]). 
By Proposition 2.3(a), we have the exact sequence Y(l’x, bX8) + Y(eo, b_%‘a) + 
Su(eo @ KS, b%g) + 0. Clearly Y(Ox, bX8) = 0, so “(eo, b-28) = .y(eo 8 0s, bylGs). 
Taking y and z for projective coordinates on S, H”(S, eo + bflg) can be identified with 
the vector space with basis consisting of the monomials in y and z of degree 3b + 1. 
By explicitly computing the image of H”(S, eo) 4% H”(X, 6x8) + H”(S, eo + bX*), we 
will see that :/.(eo @ C’S, bAfg) = 1. 
Under the identification of H’(X,deo) with H’(P*,deo), which we regard as the 
space of monomials in X, y and z of degree d, we can for any class 9 on X regard 
H”(X,9) as a subspace of a space H”(P2,(eo B)eo) of monomials of degree eo 9. 
From this point of view, {f,z3} is a basis for H’(X,ps). (To say this differently, ,f 
and z3 are forms passing through ~1,. . . , pa with multiplicity at least 1 at each point, 
so each is an element of H”(P2,3eo) corresponding to an element of H’(X,.Xs). Since 
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.f and z3 are linearly independent in H”(P2, 3~) and h’(X, .Zs) = 2, they correspond 
to a basis. Of course, that f passes through each of PI,. . . , pg with multiplicity at least 
1 is obvious; to see the same for z3, note that ,Fa = 3~ + 2~’ + 4r2 + 6r3 + 5ra + 4r5 + 
3r.6 +2r~ fe8 and that each of r’, . . . , rs and eg is the class of a component of El, while 
ro is the class of the proper transform of z = 0.) Similarly, {f*, fz3,z6, yz5} is a basis 
for H”(X,2-;Il”x) (to see that yz’ E H”(P2,6eo) corresponds to a section of 2,F8, note 
that 228 = (eo - e’ ) + 5ro + 4r’ + 7r2 + 1 Or3 + G-4 + 6r5 +4r6 + 2r7, so the y comes as a 
section of eo -e’ and the zs from 5ro), {f3, f2z3, fz6,fyz5.z9, yzs,xz8} is a basis for 
H”(X,3.%‘x) (to see that xz’ E H”(P2,9eo) corresponds to a section of 328, note that 
3p8 = eo+8ro+5r’+lOr2+15r3+12r~+9rs+6rg+3r~, so the x comes as a section of eg 
and the z* from 8ro), and {f4, f3z3, f *z6, f2yz5, fz9, fyz*, ,fxz*,z’*, yz”,xz”, y*z”‘} 
is a basis for H”(X,4&~). 
Also note that ,Y’(2&3&$) = 0 (one checks that fH”(X,4.Fa) c H”(X,5-yic8) is in 
the image of H”(X, 2Zg) %I H”(X, 3.88) explicitly and that Y(23108 @ GD, 3~4‘s 3 fl n) = 
O), so H”(X,5x8) is spanned by products of sections of H”(X,2.Z8) and H”(X,3%8). 
One can now check explicitly for 1 5 b < 5 that the image of the restriction 
homomorphism H”(X, b#g ) d H’(S,bHg) is contained in the space spanned by 
(zj”, yz)h- ’ . . . . . p-3 3 z ,(_v~+~,vz*)~}, where z is 1 if C is supersingular in characteris- 
tic 3, and 0 otherwise. By Proposition 3.1 of [12], b,Hg is normally generated for b > 3, 
SO Y((b - 3)3’s, 38s) = 0 for all b > 5. Thus, for b > 6, H”(X, b-F*) is spanned by 
products of forms from H’(X, 3.y~) and H’(X,(b - 3)x8), from which it is easy to 
conclude that the image of the restriction homomorphism H”(X, bH*) + H”(S, b,#y8) 
is contained for all b in the space spanned by {z~~,~z~‘~‘,. _. .y3hp3z3,(,y3 + XJZ?)~}. 
But an easy argument shows that the subspace of H’(S,eo + b.3Yjl) spanned by prod- 
ucts of elements from {z3h, YZ~~-‘, . . , y3h-3 3 z , ( y3 + x~z*)~} and { y,z} never includes 
? ~3h-2~Z; i.e., y(eo IX C~,b.??g) > 1. To see that y.(eg ix CrLy,b_@g) = 1, recall that we 
have an exact sequence .Sr( (b - 1 ),x8, eo ) + Y(b~;/l”s,eo) --f ,Y(b~g~%PD,eo@I’D) -+ 0 
with Y’(b.Hg~~l C~,eo% Lf~) = 0 for b > 2 by Proposition 2.3(c). Since :/(.#i,eo) == 1 
by (a), we have by induction that .v(eo 8% C”s,bPg) = u(bYs,eo) < 1 for all b > 1. 
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